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Introduction

The Chilean aquaculture has been traditionally carried out using salmonids as the most
important source. During the last decades, the salmon production increased significantly, but
the ISAv outbreaks have decimated the salmonid production in 2008. For this reason, the
Chilean state have supported the program “Programa de la Diversificación de la Acuicultura
Chilena (PDACH)” for the aquaculture development of a series of endemic species, being the
most important, the Yellowtail kingfish (Seriola lalandi). This is a marine pelagic with a
worldwide-distribution (Moran et al. 2007), with a series of sub-species, both endemic in the
northern and southern hemisphere, including Japan, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa,
the Pacific coast of north America, and the northern part of Chile (Patel et al. 2016;
Sepulveda & Gonzalez 2017).

We are developing the first national breeding program of this species, for traits
included in the breeding objective, including body weight at harvest, parasite resistance as
well as carcass traits. The base population was developed using 130 (1.2:1 male:female ratio)
specimens captured in the wild, and due the biology of these species spontaneous spawning
occurred in four artificially developed breeding seasons within a year. This was done by
manipulating the photoperiod and the water temperature. The harvest is carried in batches of
fish developed from larvae to 1 to 2 kg. fish.

The main aim of this paper is to describe the recent development of genomic resources
for this species, including; sex determination, the snps chip implementation and the expected
genetic gains and inbreeding when using genomic selection.

Material and methods <Times 14, bold>

Genome reference A draft genome sequence was developed from a single diploid
female, which was sequenced using 2 different illumine mate-pair libraries (18kb) and pair-
end libraries (100bp) for a male and a female. The assembly was carried using mazurca, with
different sets of parameters. Contigs were converted to super scaffolds using cabog. The
assembled genome (V1) had about 70x genome coverage was produced, with a L50 equal to
144700 bp. The total genome length was equal to 715960915, for the female sequence which
is similar to what is the prediced genome size for the species. The n50 statistic is 2104832.
The reported statistic for the male assembly are roughly similar.

SNP discovery. Sequence data of males and females (at 9x) was mapped to either genome
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assembly in order to retrieve specific sex sequences and SNPS (using freebayes), as well for
performing GWAS and Fst analysis, using whole genome sequence of 34 individuals of each
sex. Considering the expected sex determination mechanisms for the Seriola genus, that is
females are heterozygous for the sex determination locus, and the males complete
homozygous. The expected Fst values were calculated accordingly, given the sample size.
The SNP data was used in order to construct a SNP array considering 90k SNPs selected
based on quality and population segregation parameters.

Deterministic simulations of genomic selection. Deterministic simulations were carried out
in order to test the most likely scenarios for the Seriola production. The scenarios considered
group versus overall selection, number of SNPs and proportion of genotyping. All the
scenarios included mass selection and blup and genomic selection considering or not
considering phenotypic values. All the simulations were carried out using SELACTION,
using selection index theory and the methods outlined in Dekkers (2007) and Wolc et al.
(2015).

Results and discussion

Sex determination

A single region of about 2 kb of a single scaffold appear to be associated with sex
determination (Fig 1). Two haplotypes were selected based on the Fst analysis and GWAS (p
value=0.00002). Note that the expected Fst value is 0.5.

Figure 1.- Sex determination
region in Seriola lalandi. The figure show
the heterozygocity observed in males and
females and the Fst value. As expected,
females are completely heterozygous and
males completely homozygous.

These haplotypes were genotyped in a larger sample of fish, in which the gonadal
development was evident using HRM (Fig 2). One hundred percent assignment is achieved
using the two haplotypes selected for the HRM approach



Figure 2.- Histological assessment of
males and females, and HRM curves results as obtained from dissected male and female
individuals. The confidence of the HRM assay was in excess of 95% for predicting sex in this
species.

Array construction.

The genotyping array was constructed based on a selected set of SNPs including sex
determination ad SNPs scattered evenly in the genome. We also used information from the
transcriptome of larvae deformities, which consisted on 30000 SNPs, On the whole 90K Snps
were selected. The SNPs were used for assessing genomic inbreeding using PLINK, since
previous results show that relatively large inbreeding is predicted based on microsatellite data
(Fernandez, et al., 2015). The genomic inbreeding ranged between 0.94 and 1.51, which is in
accordance to what has been previously obtained using microsatellites (figure 3).

Figure 3.- Genomic inbreeding using the SNP
array developed.

Predicted genetic gains using genomic selection.
Since BLUP selection require pedigree information which is not possible to obtain at the
beginning of the breeding program, therefore since each breeding group comprise 25
individuals, the expected rates of inbreeding could be high both due to the lower number of



broodstock as well as due to the asymmetry of genetic contributions (Detleff, et al ., 2017).
The expected rates of inbreeding as well as the predicted response are presented in figure 4.
In all scenarios, the rates of inbreeding were in all cases half than the ones predicted using
BLUP and mass selection. It is interesting to note that Genomic selection outperformed
BLUP and mass selection. On the whole, at the same rates of inbreeding this appear to be the
most promising strategy for implementing the national Seriola Breeding program.

Figure 4. Predicted rates of response and in breeding considering genomic BLUP and mass
selection.
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